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had been his instructor at | swung into the side of 2 mendous number of 105’s at 
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bridges and the gunsites of student,” says Piper, “but other fighter pilot, said Pi- | 
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But it was only the second and husky, and hehadsquare side Korat shortly after he 
time his plane had been features. He wore his hair arrived and acquired charms 
hit in 198 missions—and the short but not crew cut, and against flak and surface to 
first time was insidehisfirst he looked like he mighthave air missiles for him. 
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“He got shot down, but “He was a happy - go - BOs eae ok a oer 
it wasn’t in package six, lucky guy. Everybody liked (otton rope and worn around 
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Richter’s. personal: af= 
fects, his hi-fi set, his Orien- 
tal rugs and bronzeware, and 
his two big pictures of bomb 
damage at the Thai Nguyen | 
steel mill near Hanoi were 
still in his room when Pi- 
per left Korat yesterday. 

“You know, most of those 
rooms up there were noth- 
ing but wall-to-wall play- 
boy,* said Piper. “With Karl 
it was different. You couldfeel / 

his class. as 
“Knowing him, and !mowing | 

what he could do, I don’t see 
how he could have missed go- 

ing right up to the top.”—j
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